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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to present some results concerning semigroup compactifica- 
tions. It is shown that the limit of the projective system of semigroup compactifications of a 
topological semigroup S itself is a semigroup compactification of S. Also we consider 
is,, CLptLl to be a projective system of topological monoids with Bohr compactifica- 
tions (POa7 PJ, t D and show that lim{B,} is a Bohr compactification of lim{S,}. 
Key words: Semigroup compactification; Bohr compactification; Projective system; Projec- 
tive limit 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 22A1.5, 22A20, 54D3.5 
1. Introduction and definitions 
By definition, a topological semigroup S is a Hausdorff space with continuous 
associative multiplication (x, y) - xy: S X S + S. Topological semigroups which 
are compact will be called compact semigroups. 
The first chapter of [l] contains the basic definitions and results we will need, 
and the second chapter gives some result on the projective system of topological 
semigroups. 
Definition. A projective system of (topological) semigroups is a triple (CD, G), 
(a> (D, G 1 is. a directed set, 
(b) @,}a E D is a family of (topological) semigroups indexed by D, and 
Cc) {@h Q p is a family of functions indexed by < such that: 
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(i) 4,P : S, + S, is a (continuous) homomorphism for each ((.u, p) E <, 
(ii) 4: = lSu is the identity map on S,, for each (Y ED, and 
(iii) +,P 0 4; = 4; for all (Y < 6 < y in D. 
This projective system is denoted by {S,, @a E D. Each 4: is called a bonding map 
and is,, 4%,, is said to be strict if each bonding map is surjective [ll. 
If S = Ix E P{SJa E o: $J,p(x(p)) =x(a) f or all (Y <p in D} is nonempty, then S 
is called the projective limit of {S,, $t>,,, and is denoted by 
S=&{S,, 4f}oleD or S=&S,. 
If U,7 @h l D is a strict projective system, then S is called the strict projective 
limit of {S,, 4,PhED ill. 
Note. Associated with each topological semigroup S, there is a compact semigroup 
called the Bohr compactification of S which is universal over the compact 
semigroups containing dense continuous homomorphic images of S. The existence 
and uniqueness of Bohr compactifications can be proved. 
Definition (Bohr compactification). If S is a topological semigroup, then the Bohr 
compactification of S is a pair (/3, B) such that B is a compact semigroup, 
p : S + B is a continuous homomorphism with B = p(S) and if g : S --) T is a 
continuous homomorphism of S into a compact semigroup T, then there exists a 
unique continuous homomorphism f : B + T such that 
fP =g. 
Definition (semigroup compactification). A semigroup compactification of a topo- 
logical semigroup S is an ordered pair (g, T) where T is a compact semigroup and 
g : S + T is a dense continuous homomorphism of S into T. (Here g is dense 
means g(S) is dense in T [4]. 
In [4], we observed that the semigroup compactifications of S are precisely the 
quotients of the Bohr compactification B of S under closed congruences. In 1961 
Deleeuw and Glicksberg [2] observed that the product of Bohr compactifications of 
a collection of Abelian topological monoids is the Bohr compactification of their 
product. In this paper we concentrate our study on the limit of a projective system 
of semigroup compactifications and on the limit of the projective system of Bohr 
compactifications of topological semigroups. 
2. Semigroup compactification of projective limits 
Here, we consider the projective system of semigroup compactifications of a 
topological semigroup S and show that the projective limit is a semigroup compact- 
ification of S. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let {(q,, A,), d~f}~~ p E D be a projective system of semigroup com- 
pactifications of a topological semigroup S, where 7, = $,Bqp for every pair (Y < /3 in 
a directed set D. Then &(q,, A,) is a semigroup compactification of S. 
Proof. By the definition of semigroup compactification 71, : S + A, is a dense 
continuous homomorphism for each cy ED and A, is a compact semigroup. 
Moreover, each bonding map 4: is surjective, for, when LY G p, 
A, =n,(S) =@?I&9 
= @(77&V) (4: is continuous and closed, being a continuous map 
from the compact semigroup to the Hausdorff space) 
= 4:(Ap). 
Hence, the system {A,, @}a EP is a strict projective system of compact semi- 
groups. Then A* = @{A,, 4:) exists and is a compact semigroup [l]. 
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that there exists a dense continuous 
homomorphism from S into A*. Define, 
rl : S - ~MJ,,/, 
by ~(x)-(a) = T,(X) for each CY ED, x E S. Then 77 actually maps S into A*. For, 
if x=S and CYG/?ED, 
Then n(x) E A*. Since each n, is a continuous homomorphism, so is 7. 
Since the system is strict projective, the restricted map p, = P, I A* : A* -A, is 
surjective for each LY E D. It remains to prove that n(S) = A*. Its proof depends 
on the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. If D is a directed set, then the sets (p;‘(u): all LY, all open u CA,} form 
a basis for A* [3, p. 4281. 
Proof. Let x E V, where V is open in A*. Since A* is a subspace of n,A,, there 
are finitely many open U+ c A,, , i = 1, 2, . . . , n such that x E (U& . . . Ua, > I” A* c I/. 
We are to show 13, Chapter III, 2.21 that for some suitable (Y and open U CA,, 
xEp;l(u)c(U,l... U,“> n A*. Because D is directed, we first choose (Y so that 
q, . . . , a, G a, and then define 
U = f-l ~=,c$~,-‘(U,~), which is open in A,. Now, we have 
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so that a y EA* belongs to p;‘(u) if and only if its cu,th coordinate lies in U,, for 
each i = 1, 2,. . . , n. Consequently y E p;‘(u) c (U,,, . . . Ua,> nA* as required. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (continued). Given is q,(S) =A, for every CY E D. Let U be 
an open set in A, containing points of n,(S), i.e., p;YU) contains points of 
p;‘v,(S), i.e., p;‘(U) contains points of n(S) for every (Y ED. 
Each nonempty basic open set in A* contains points of n(S), since;‘(U): 
all (Y, all open U CA,) forms a basis for A* (by Lemma 2.2), i.e., q(S) =A*. 
(q, A*) is a semigroup compactification of S. 0 
The next theorem is concerned with the following question. Suppose 
IS,, #&p~D is a projective system of topological semigroups with projective 
system of semigroup compactifications ((q,, A,), e,P)adPED, where efvP = n,&! 
for any pair (Y <p ED such that S* = & S, exists, under what condition is the 
J&1(77,, A,) =A* a semigroup compactification of S*. 
Theorem 2.3. Let IS,, c/(‘}~, pro be a projective system of topological semigroups 
with projective system of semigroup compactifications I(q,, A,), eih Gp t o, where 
e!& = 77,422 for every pair cx < p E D such that S* = @ S, exists and 
A, : Polls* : s* + s, is surjective for each cy E D, where P, is projection. Then 
&I( q,, A,) = A* is a semigroup compactification of S*. 
Proof. Since {(q,, A,>,efla G p E D is a projective system of compact semigroups, 
A* = &A, exists and is a compact semigroup ill. 
. . . --% A, + . . . 
I 70 
Define n : P{S,), E A + PL4,1a E A by (I) = n&(a)). Then r actually maps 
S* into A*, i.e., if x E P{SJa,, is in S*, then T(X) EA*. For, since x E S*, when 
cy < p, X((Y) = 4,p(x(P)), 
(77W)W =77,(x(a)) = Wf&(P)) 
= &Ip(4P)) 
=e%?W(P)) 
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and thus T(X) EA *. Again 77 : S* -+A* is a continuous homomorphism such that 
the following diagram is commutative. 
7, 
a -A a 
4 I 
a Pa 
S* 7) A* 
Pc”s 1 
a END 
PG 1 
aEb 
For, 
P,T(X) = M-9)(4 
=77&W) 
= %(A,( 4) 
= q,h,( x) (A, is surjective). 
This is true for all x E S*. So 
PZ = %A 
and p, = Pa I A* : A* + A, is subjective for, 
4 = x(S,) (A, is the semigroup compactification of S,) 
= q,A,( S*) (A, is surjective) 
= P,T(s*) (PZ = wb) 
= Parlo ( p, is a closed map) 
=p,(A*) (P,: A* +A, and q( S*) CA” i.e., 77(s*) CA* 
and P,~~(s*)~P,(A*)). 
Also 
P,(A”) =A, 
and thus p,(A*) =A, for each LY ED. 
Claim. 77(S*)=A*. 
Given is 7,A,( S*) = v,( S,) =A, for each (Y ED. Let U be an open set in A,. 
U contains points of v,A,(S*), i.e., p;‘(U) contains points of p;‘~~,h,Ci*), i.e., 
each nonempty basic open set in A* contains points of &S* >. Since {pi ‘(LO: for 
all (Y, all open U c B,) forms a basis for A* (by Lemma 2.2) 
rl(S*)=A*, 
(77, A*) is a semigroup compactification of S*. 0 
Specialising to Bohr compactifications, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.4. Let {S,, +f}a,p ED be a projectiue system of topological monoids with 
Bohr compactifications ((&, B,)IaED such that S* =& S, exists and A, = 
P, I s* : S” + S, is surjective for each LY E D, where P, is projection. Then &IB,I is 
the Bohr compactifcation of &IS,) = S*. 
Proof. Since (paa, B,) is a Bohr compactification of S, and /?aa c#$ : S, + B, is a 
continuous homomorphism for each (Y G p ED, there exists a unique continuous 
homomorphism ei : BP + B, such that the following diagram commutes (by the 
definition of Bohr compactification in [ll). 
I.e., e,P . Pop = Pea * c#$ for all (Y G p ED and satisfies 
(9 et = l,=, the identity function on B,, 
(ii) e,P . ep’ = eE for all (Y < p < y. 
Thus we have {B,, ef> as a projective system of compact semigroups. Then B* 
= Jig B, exists and is a compact semigroup. 
Define P : P{S,), t D + P{B,Ia E D by 
p(x)(a) =&,(x(4). 
Then p actually maps S” into B* and is a dense continuous homomorphism. And 
so /3 : S” + B* is a dense continuous homomorphism. (Proof is the same as that in 
Theorem 2.3.) 
We have to complete the proof if g : S* + T is a continuous homomorphism of 
S* into a compact semigroup T. We need to exhibit a continuous homomorphism 
f : B* + T such that the following diagram commutes. Let 1 denote the identity of 
S* and let 1, denote the identity of S,. Define 72 : S, + S* so that 
for each (Y, 6 ED and x(a) ES,. 
Then 7: : S, + s* CPU,},,, is a continuous homomorphism for each (Y ED. 
Then g 0 7: : S, + T is a continuous homomorphism and since (&, B,) is a Bohr 
compactification, there exists a unique continuous homomorphism g, : B, + T 
such that the diagram commutes for each cx ED, i.e., g, 0 pOcl = g 0 n,* for each 
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LED. Then define f:B*+T by f=g,op, for each LY ED and this is a 
continuous homomorphism such that fp = g, for, 
fP(x) =g,p,P(x) 
= gA.dcr( x) 
= gaP”Aa) 
=g$x(u) =g(x) for all xES*. 
Also f is unique, since PCS*) is dense in B* and f/3 = g. And thus (p, B”) is a 
Bohr compactification of S*. q 
For each S,, K,(S,) denotes the family of all semigroup compactifications of S,, 
each obtained by a closed congruence on (p, B). Each K&S,) is a complete lattice 
under the ordering (a, A) 2 (y, C) if there exists a continuous surmorphism 
f : A + C such that fa = y, where ((Y, A), (y, C) E K,(S) [41. 
Next we consider {K,(S,)}, the projective system of lattices of semigroup 
compactifications of {s,t l D and show that K,(S*) is a complete sublattice of 
P(K,(S,)), t D. 
Theorem 2.5. Let {(K&T,), 2 1, +,“I* 4 k E D be a projective system of lattices of 
semigroup compactifications of IS,) h t D with 4,” as lattice isomolphism. Then 
K&Y”) =&l K&s,) is a complete sublattice of PIK,(S,)J, E D. 
Proof. K,(S*) = {(AI) E P{K,(S,)J,, D: P,(A;) = $~(P&I~>) for all A G k ED} 
and K&Y*) + (d. Since (+,“JA,,,, is an isomorphism there exist (Aj;) E 
P{K,(S,)}, t D such that 
and thus K&S*) is a subset of P{K,(S,)}*,,. Again K&S*) is a partially ordered 
set by defining an order 
where A?; = P,((A?;)) for each A E D, y < t ED. If (A:), (Ai) E K,(S*), then both 
(A”,) A (A’,), (Ai) v (A’ Al E K&Y*), for each A ED and s, t ED. So K,(S*) is a 
sublattice of P{K,(S,)), E D. Similarly we can prove that V and A exist in K,(S*) 
for every nonempty subset of K,(S*). It follows that K,(S*) is a complete 
sublattice of P{K,(S,)}* E D. q 
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